GLOBAL INNOVATION
The use of patent analytics in measuring innovation: Governments,
academia and industry use patent analytics to inform policy decisions,
track trends and to obtain technological and commercial intelligence.
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INFORMATION PROFESSIONAL DEVELOPMENT
Why has the number of articles in Web of Science gone down?: Why
has the number of articles in Web of Science gone down, while the
number of proceedings papers has gone up?
All change for online peer review: Our manuscript submission and peer
review workflow solutions have a new name, a new reporting tool and a
new interface for Chinese language publishers.

INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY
Exploring the intellectual property lifecycle: new website and blog:
Intellectual property is the power that keeps a business moving forward.
Our new website includes an overview of the IP lifecycle and an
intelligent IP blog.
The new age of intelligent IP - free seminars: Join industry leaders at
free seminars created exclusively for intellectual property professionals.
Peter Norton receives the tenth annual IPI Award: Peter Norton,
formerly of Thomson Reuters, has received the annual IPI Award for
outstanding contribution to the development of patent information.

PHARMACEUTICAL KNOWLEDGE
Free pharmaceutical insight and analysis for your next
presentation: We are pleased to offer you a selection of our latest
metrics data free to download as Microsoft® PowerPoint slides.
Movers and shakers in US generics: Which companies are beginning to
make their mark on the US generics market?
Generic drug industry outlook: A look at the future of generics via a
video interview with Thomson Reuters Director of Generics, Kate Kuhrt.
Biomarkers in Asia: Our 'Establishing the standards in biomarkers
research' whitepaper was the cover story of PharmaAsia earlier this
year
Pharma Vision meetings in Japan - and save the date for US and
Europe: Pharmaceutical information users came together in Japan at
the first Thomson Reuters Pharma Vision meeting in the region. Later
this year customers in the US and Europe will be invited to similar
events.

SCIENTIFIC RESEARCH
Hottest research of 2007-08: Science Watch takes its annual look back
at the hottest of recent research.
Preserving the integrity of the Journal Impact Factor: Guidelines for
preserving the integrity of the Journal Impact Factor have been
published in our Citation Impact Center.
Are you ready to become a number?: The March issue of Science
asked if life could be a lot easier if every scientist had a unique
identification number.

More doors open for scholarly research collaboration: New
enhancements to ResearcherID enable even further collaboration
across disciplines and around the world.
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